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This paper presents empirical insights from a Digital Humanities case study that investigates the relationship between digital search tools and the research practices of (digital) humanities scholars. These insights emerged during the development of a linked data browser (DIVE+), which aims to support scholars during the exploratory phase of their research by allowing them to create (search) narratives. The main question of the paper is how computational tools, in this case DIVE+, support scholars during this exploratory research phase. We discuss the results from an empirical study that mostly reflect on the role of interdisciplinary collaboration between humanities, computer science and information studies scholars - rather than on the technical challenges encountered - during the application’s development. Collaboration takes the shape of a brokering community practice (Wenger, 1998; Henry & Mackenzie, 2012) in which collaborators “[negotiate] their own activities and identities, [while shaping] the relationships between their communities of practice” (Beddoes, 2011: 13). Brokering involves translation, coordination and alignment between perspectives, and complements the creation of boundary objects (here, DIVE+). The second goal of the paper is to relate the case study insights to interdisciplinary concerns about how knowledge is explored, produced and disseminated by means of computational tools and Digital Humanities research practices. This objective relates to prior studies about scholarly research processes (Gradmann et al., 2015 and Bron et al., 2012). It is also particularly valuable to scholars working on the disciplinary boundary of computer science and the humanities, who grapple with issues of how to translate humanities’ concepts and concerns into computational terms, which connects to epistemological reflections on how the digital turn affects knowledge production in the humanities.

The presented conclusions originate from the analysis of ethnographic data gathered during the development of the exploratory search browser DIVE+, that is part of the CLARIAH Media Suite (Martínez et al., 2017). DIVE+ is an exploratory, event-centric linked open data browser that connects several large cultural heritage collections (De Boer et al. 2015; 2017). The application supports humanities researchers by allowing serendipitous exploration and visualization of narratives from historical and media events found in cultural heritage collections. Narratives can be visualized in DIVE+ as sequences of search results, connected by scholars in a separate navigation and bookmarking pane in the browser (see Figure 1). Empirical insights are gleaned from the case’s user studies that included 124 (digital)
humanities scholars (Hagedoorn & Sauer 2018). The analysis focuses in particular on understanding how DIVE+ supports research and search narrative visualization about media events that are perceived as disruptive; these events are shocking and often unexpected, such as natural disasters or terrorist attacks (Katz & Liebes 2007). Disruptive events are also difficult to narrativize due to their haphazard unfolding, with reporting often taking place across different media platforms simultaneously. Researchers aiming to analyze the representation of disruptive events would thus benefit from tools that offer explorations of perspectives on, as well as visualization of, such events.

The question as to how this search tool affects research practices, and, in line with this how, the digital turn affects knowledge production in the humanities is answered on three levels. Firstly, the paper teases out how DIVE+ affords the exploration and visualization of new narratives about disruptive media events in order to exemplify how knowledge production is affected by computational tools that are part and parcel of the digital turn. Secondly, the paper argues that the collaborations afforded by the digital turn and within Digital Humanities affect knowledge production in the sense that these collaborations change how knowledge is produced and disseminated; research within Digital Humanities requires active engagement in brokering and translation work - between collaborating disciplines in terms of concepts and data (Chan, Chenhall, Kohn, Stevens 2017). The DIVE+ case study is a case in point and required the mutual translation of the concept of narrative into computational terms. Third and lastly, on a more overarching level, the paper claims that understanding the stakes of Digital Humanities research requires an integrated perspective characterized by both theoretical interdisciplinary discussions and their empirical, practical application. Integrating theory and tool development is a challenge that forces collaborators to acknowledge what is lost and gained in translation. Acknowledging and articulating the work involved in Digital Humanities research will strengthen both the theoretical and empirical foundation of this discipline.

The user studies show that while (digital) humanities scholars greatly value visualizations of (disruptive) events in narratives, they struggle with contextualizing the linked data presented in DIVE+ as the entities that are presented are taken from different collections - each with its own socio-technical and historical context. Complementing suggested connections between entities with user-generated annotation and narrative creation will benefit scholarly contextualization and research processes as it will allow users to note where entities derive from and what each entity signifies in the overarching research project. The case articulates the important role of critical interdisciplinary dialogue in Digital Humanities research throughout tool development and application; the above user insights culminated in team discussions about the further refinement of the concept of “narrative” in DIVE+. Overall, the paper thus integrates conclusions from a Digital Humanities project with ideas about how Digital Humanities can be understood in terms of bridging and brokering practices. While the visualization of search narratives is central to the case study (see Figure 1), the notion of narrative and narrativizing as a verb are also employed as a metaphor for collaborative interdisciplinary work within Digital Humanities research. The paper illustrates how interdisciplinary research within the Digital Humanities allows the exploration of new
interdisciplinary narratives - how concepts are translated, computed and visualized, what is lost and gained in this translation.

Figure 1: DIVE+ Exploration path. Searching for `beatrix` leads to an event `De bouw van het schip de “Prinses Beatrix”` (construction of the ship `Princess Beatrix`) which is connected to the entity `Prinses Beatrix` after whom the ship was named.
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